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 Toute une moitié du monde

A WHOLE 
HALF OF  
THE WORLD
To say that fiction lacks representation for a whole half of 
the world is also to say that it still has this same half of the 
world to explore. "And that seems to me the most beautiful 
of agendas," writes Alice Zeniter in this highly stimulating 
book that draws on her experiences, readings, reflections, 
and ideas about how to read and write. By turns joyous 
and serious, Alice Zeniter throws open the doors of fiction 
to come.

Flammarion | 9782080259332 | 2022 
240 pages | 13,5 x 21 cm | 21.00 €

 Marins d'eau douce : Clovis & Oups

FRESHWATER 
SAILORS
CLOVIS & OOPS
"My name is Clovis and I’m 7 years old. This is Oops, 
Grandma and Grandpa’s dog. I love spending the holidays 
with my grandparents. They have a little house near the sea, 
and it’s awesome! They let me do all the things that I’m not 
allowed to do at home – and believe me, that’s a LONG list. 
Maybe that’s what grandparents are for: finally being able 
to do whatever you want!"

Flammarion Jeunesse | 9782080251671 | 2022 
48 pages | 17,9 x 22,6 cm | 8.90 €

Children's Books

Aurélie Valognes
François Ravard

The first children’s book  
by the bestselling author 
Aurélie Valognes -  
over a million copies sold 
each year and translated into 
15 languages!

Literature & Fiction

Alice Zeniter

An invigorating book  
about the prospective  
powers of fiction.
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 Mille ans de mangas

ONE 
THOUSAND 
YEARS  
OF MANGA
Manga as we know it today is deeply rooted in ancient 
Japanese culture. In fact, it can be traced back to 
temple paintings from the 7th century, folding screens 
decorated with comical characters, and painted scrolls.  
One Thousand Years of Manga spans the history of this 
medium, demonstrating how it has become a key facet 
of Japanese culture that is now enjoyed across the globe. 
A rich documentary account and a visual delight packed 
with over 400 illustrations.

Flammarion Beaux-Arts | 9782080272225 | 2022 
272 pages | 22,3 x 26,8 cm | 35.00 €

 Le Voyage dans l'Est

THE TRIP  
IN THE EAST
A mirror to her previous book An Impossible Love, this 
powerful novel addresses incest from various viewpoints: 
that of the child, the teenager, and finally the young woman 
who was her father's victim.

Flammarion | 9782080231987 | 2021 
224 pages | 13,7 x 20,9 cm | 19.50 €

Literature & Fiction

Christine Angot

“Christine Angot […]  
signs her best and most 
VIOLENT novel.” - L’OBS

Art

Brigitte Koyama-Richard

From Hokusai’s seminal 
manga to huge franchises 
such as One Piece, the history 
of manga is richer and longer 
than most fans outside  
of Japan realize.
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 Les vertueux

THE 
VIRTUOUS
Algeria, 1914. Yacine Chéraga had never left his douar 
before being sent to France to fight against the “Jerries.” 
Back home after the war, other incredible adventures await 
him. Hunted and abused by fate, he will only have the purity 
of his love and his unfailing humanity in the face of adversity.

Mialet-Barrault | 9782080257949 | 2022 
544 pages | 13 x 20 cm | 21.00 €

Literature & Fiction

Yasmina Khadra

The Virtuous is a major novel 
and the most impressive  
of Yasmina Khadra's works.
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